
Remote and Flexible Learning Term 2 2021

Year:      Foundation               Date: 31st May - 3rd June

Dear Torquay College Families,

Torquay College is committed to supporting all students as we embark on our 7 Day State-wide lockdown and return to a Remote and Flexible Learning
Environment as a result of the coronavirus. We want to ensure that we attend to the wellbeing of our school community and ensure everyone is safe, feels
supported and is continuing to learn and grow during this lock down period. We know it might seem overwhelming but the most important thing to remember
is that by families providing a calm, positive and organised day, our children will learn that in times of uncertainty, they will be safe and okay.

We are working towards planning a 4-day program that continues to develop students' learning and ensures they are happy and healthy and their wellbeing is
also supported. The Remote Learning Program consists of activities that can be completed with resources around the home.

Thank you for your continued support.
Principal Team

Foundation Team Message:

Dear Foundation parents,

We hope you have a safe and happy time during our Remote and Flexible Learning. The following activities are designed so your child can continue with their
learning during this time. We would like them to complete as many of the activities as possible and return their workbooks so they can share their wonderful
work with us when they return to school, hopefully on Friday 4th June. Remember that the wellbeing of your child and family is most important so please ensure
that these activities are completed with a sense of fun and curiosity, rather than pressure.
We would like you to indicate your involvement via a photo of your child “being creative”, (or completing one of the other tasks) and send on SeeSaw, to let
us know that your child is engaged in the program each day.
We will be calling you to check in with you during the week, so expect a call from your teacher on a no-caller ID number.
Those of you that took part in our Remote Learning last year will notice that we are not using the Student Seesaw portal. This is due to the short amount of time
that we will be offsite.  Please contact your child’s teacher via SeeSaw if you have any questions.

Thank you,

Foundation Team

Living and Learning by the Sea



Suggested Daily Timetable

8.30 – 9.30am Academic time A reading or writing task from activities listed in the appropriate year level learning tasks.  Refer below

9.30 - 10.30am Academic time A Maths or writing task from activities listed in the appropriate year level learning tasks.  Refer below

10.30 - 11.00am Break

11.00 - 12.00pm Academic time An Inquiry task from activities listed in the appropriate year level learning tasks.  Refer below

12.00 - 1.00pm Creative time Construction activity with your child’s favorite materials i.e. Lego , draw, craft, music, instrument

1.00 - 2.00pm Lunch

2.00 - 3.00pm Specialist time A Specialist activity for the day.

Wellbeing

Being confined to home for an extended period of time can cause stress and conflict. Tips for looking after your children during isolation include:

● Talking to your whole family about what is happening. Understanding the situation will reduce their anxiety.

● Help your children to think about how they have coped with difficult situations in the past and reassure them that they will cope with this situation too.
Remind them that the isolation won't last for long.

● Exercise regularly. Options could include exercise DVDs, dancing, floor exercises, yoga, walking around the backyard or using home exercise
equipment, such as a stationary bicycle, if you have it. Exercise is a proven treatment for stress and depression.

● Encourage your children to keep in touch with family members and friends via telephone, email or social media (where appropriate).
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Monday
Curriculum Area
Focus

Suggested Learning Activities Material links / Online Resources

Reading or Writing

Learning Intention: I
can identify and read
the letter /w/

MSL
Activity: Watch the youtube clip Jack Hartmann letter w.
WorkBook- Practise forming the letter /w/ you might like to use some different colours.
write these words with /w/: wam, wig, wit, win, wet.
Ask an adult to read the words aloud and see if you can write them by decoding the sounds.
Now ask the adult to read this sentence aloud and you can write it: The man has a red wig.
You can also come up with your own sentence for extension and draw a picture.

On the table template create your own MSL sound pack. Make sure you have all the letters. Don’t
forget to colour the vowel cards blue. Focus on formation and direction of letters and make sure they
are lower case letters. To assist you may like to have an alphabet chart in front of you and cross them
out once you have written them onto your open card.
Enable: adult to write the letters and child to trace the letters.
Extend: have a go at remembering all the letters and writing them onto the cards.

When you have finished, practise going through your very own sound pack. You might like to get an
adult to hold the cards up for you to go through the sounds,  like we do in the classroom.

Letter w video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mQZ-

c3_EDj4

or go on a letter w hunt and find things

inside and outside the begin with /w/

MSL Template

Workbook

pencil

Maths

Learning Intention: I
can count back using
materials/pictures to
solve problems.
I can write a story
based on a problem.

Warm up - Please get out of my House! Practise writing numbers to 20 by filling in the boxes. We will
use this game as our warm up activity during the week.

Subtraction activity - Work out the first subtraction problem (8-5=) by crossing out the pictures of the
butterflies. The problem has been turned into a subtraction story to complete.
Do the same with the next problem, students need to draw their own picture and write a simple 3
sentence story to match.

Enable - label the picture to support with spelling.
Extend - Use numbers up to and above 20.

‘Please get out of my House’ sheet that
was sent home in their work book.
Pencil to write numbers to 20.

‘Subtraction’ worksheet that was sent
home.
Pencil
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Inquiry

Learning Intention:
I can explore
Indigenous art symbols
I can learn about
celebrating Aboriginal
culture

Listen to the story “I Love Me”

Reconciliation Week Colouring In Activity

Story book link optional:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UUfPN
GB0zTw

Find the colouring in sheet in the pack that
went home on Thursday 27th May

Specialist
(PE)

Learning Intention:

I can move like an
animal

I can move whilst
balancing an object

Activity 1 – How does an animal move?
Steps:
• Have you seen how animals move from one place to another?
• Students are to attempt moving like different animals around your open space. Play music to
move to. Some ideas of animals students can practice (may want to provide some pictures to
students to assist):
o Kangaroo, rabbit, crocodile, lizard, bear, crab, penguin, snake, seal, frog, lion
Questions:
• Which movements used just your feet? Which movements needed hands and feet?
• Which movements were the hardest? Which movement did you find easiest?
• Which animals move slow/fast? Can you try each of the animal moves at different speeds?

Activity 2 – Egg & Spoon Race
Steps:
● You will need a wooden kitchen spoon and an object that resembles an ‘egg’ e.g. a tennis
ball, a carnie ball, an onion or a ping pong ball. Can you run up around an object like a chair without
dropping the egg?

spoon
hard boiled egg or object that resembles
an egg like a tennis ball, an onion, juggling
ball or ping pong ball
an object or marker to run around

Activity : Optional Extras - if you want to do more:
Create a 3D model of your zoo animal. You may use lego, craft items (recycled material), playdough, make a cookie animal. If you do not have playdough you may
want to look up a recipe on how to make playdough.

Visit Zoo Animals at home on the Zoos Victoria website https://www.zoo.org.au/animals-at-home

Materials: lego, playdough, make a cookie animal.
Hardcopy: N/A
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Tuesday
Curriculum Area
Focus

Suggested Learning Activities Material links / Online Resources

Reading or Writing

Learning Intention: I
can write the sounds I
hear in words.

Writing
Our social learning intention is ‘To be kind to others’. We would like you to think about how you are
kind to others. Think about a time you did something kind for somebody else.

Draw a picture of yourself being kind in your workbook. On the same page have a go at writing two
sentences about what you did. Use your knowledge of letters and sounds to have a go at writing the
words that you don’t know. Remember to use a capital letter at the start of your sentences, and a full
stop at the end.

Parents - Note: If you have access to youtube you could search up the book BE KIND by Pat Zietlow
Miller and Jen Hill and play the read aloud video as a tuning in activity, or alternatively if you have a
book about kindness at home you could read that first.
When your child is writing, encourage them to hear the sound at the start of the word they would like
to write.

Story Book-Be Kind

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t6NUJ

2JZz50

Or a book about kindness in your home.

Workbook

pencil

Maths

Learning Intention: I
can make a tally to
help me collect data.

Warm up - Play ‘Please get out of my house’ that was filled in on Monday. If you don’t have dice, you
could use a dice app or create a spinner. For counters you could use coloured paper cut up,
toothpicks, mini toys, buttons etc.

Activity - Shape Hunt. Talk to your child about shapes on the worksheet. We have talked a lot about
circle, square, rectangle and triangle and discussed some of the others such as pentagon and
hexagon.
Allow your child lots of time to walk around the house looking for shapes they see. Students draw a
tally mark for each time they see each shape. Remind them to strikethrough (‘shut the gate’) for
every fifth object.

Answer the questions at the top of the sheet.
Enable - Remind your child how to draw tally marks by putting some at the top of the sheet.
Extend - Can you find any other shapes around your house that you could have a go at drawing?

Please get out of my House sheet that was
sent home in their work book.
Materials to use for counters.
Dice (spinner/playing cards to flip)

Shape Hunt sheet.
Pencil
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Inquiry

Learning Intention:
I can write sentences
including a capital
letter, finger spaces
and full stop.

Zoo Animal
What animal did you focus on at the zoo?
Write the animals name:
Is your animal a carnivore, herbivore or omnivore?
Name three things that it eats.

Location
Where is your animal found in the world? Look at a map and take a picture of the location.
Write in your workbook the location or draw.

Workbook

pencil

Specialist
(Indonesian)

Learning Intention:
I can locate and use
vocab about animals
and colour to describe,
name and draw.

Write and draw using animal and colour words.

● Divide your page into 6 boxes.

● Choose an animal and colour name from the list below.

Animal name Colour name

kucing - cat
anjing - dog
penyu - turtle
tikus - mouse
kelinci - rabbit
ikan - fish
laba-laba - spider
gajah - elephant
burung - bird
kodok - frog

hitam - black
putih - white
biru - blue
jingga - orange
merah - red
kuning - yellow
hijau - green
cokelat - brown
abu-abu - grey
ungu - purple

● Write a sentence at the top of each box.

Ini animal colour.    eg: Ini ikan biru.  =  This is a blue fish.

● Draw a picture underneath each of the animal and colour sentences you have written.

Workbook

Activity : Optional Extra - if you want to do more:

Assembly practise: Check Seesaw messages for your class link.

Materials: N/A
Hardcopy: N/A
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Wednesday
Curriculum Area
Focus

Suggested Learning Activities Material links / Online Resources

Reading and Writing

Learning Intention: I
can recall events and
characters from a
spoken text.

Reading Reconciliation Week
No Way Yirrikipayi!
Listen to the story “No Way Yirrikipayi!” as read by Nina Black.
In your work book, draw six of the animals that told Yirrikipayi “No Way!”
Number these animals in the order that they appeared in the story.
Extension: Write down why they couldn’t be eaten
e.g. Jellyfish- Far too jelly to be in your belly

If you do not have access to a device and internet, you can complete the Sorry Day word search.

Story book link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aol1J
Oa1rBo

Workbook

pencil

If you do not have access to a device and
internet,  you can complete the Sorry Day
word search.

Maths

Learning Intention: I
can learn to record
data using tally marks.

Data and Probability (coin toss)
Warm up - ‘Please get out of my house’ - DOUBLES. Using only one dice, students need to double the
number they roll. See if your child notices that only some of the houses are being used? Talk about
doubles all the way up to double 10.

Activity - Coin toss data collection.

Enable - Students may need to be shown how to flip a coin and which side is heads/tails.
Extend - Adding more coins and working out the different combinations that can be made.

Filled in ‘Please get out of my House’ sheet
that was sent home in their work book.
Materials to use for counters.
Dice (spinner/playing cards to flip)

Coin toss worksheet
Coin
Pencil

Inquiry

Learning Intention: I
can understand what
a habitat is and what
features make up that
habitat.

Habitat
Create a habitat for your zoo animal.
You can create this with lego, out in the garden, drawing, painting or a diorama using a shoe box.
Think about what your animal needs to survive in its habitat.

Take a photo of your progress and send to your teacher, to check in for the day.

If you have access to a device you may
want to explore this website to learn more
about habitats.
https://kids.nationalgeographic.com/natur
e/habitats

Specialist
(Visual Arts)

Learning Intention:
I can create a 3D
creature using clay.

3D Clay Animals

Use playdough, plasticine or any other type of ‘clay like’ material to create a zoo.

Decide on the animals you would like to include and create models of them.

When you have finished, place your animals into groups eg mammals, birds, reptiles.

Playdough, plasticine or any other type of
‘clay like material’.
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Activity : Optional Extras - if you want to do more:
Scavenger Hunt around the house and find something for each letter of your name. Jess- J=Jumper, e=egg, s=socks, s=scarf.

Learn a new song for Reconciliation Week. This song is about families and how “together we are much more strong”. Listen to the song and read the words as they appear on the screen.
Have a go at learning the song words. Move your body along as you sing.
Extension: Make some tapping sticks (find some in your garden) and teach the song to your family.

Materials:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nYW2MHmmp_0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RQy37vCEZQs
Hardcopy: N/A

Thursday
Curriculum Area
Focus

Suggested Learning Activities Material links / Online Resources

Reading or Writing

Learning Intention: I
can practise reading
fluently and
understand what I
have read.

Activity: MSL

Activity: Practise reading the passage “Jog in the Sun”
We are focussing on reading fluency.

Enable: Adult to read through the passage and child to choose a few sentences to read with some
support. Pick a sentence or two to practise reading fluently.
Extend: practise reading the passage on your own a few times, then go and read fluently to a family
member.
If you had help, you could choose a different family member to read to.

Once you have read the passage then complete the comprehension, illustrate as many aspects of
the passage as possible.

pencil

Find reading activity in the pack that went

home on Thursday the 27th of May.

Maths

Learning Intention:
I can collect and
interpret data using
tally marks.

Warm up - ‘Please get out of my house’ - SUBTRACTION. Using two dice or by flipping playing cards,
students need to subtract (take away) the smaller number from the largest number. By using playing
cards you can use numbers up to 10.

Activity: Draw a table in your book and label each column “Tshirts”, “Jumpers”, “Socks”, “Pants” or
any other relevant clothing items.

Filled in ‘Get out of my House’ sheet.
Playing cards, dice, spinner.
Counters.

Workbook and pencil
Phone or iPad for recording video.
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Tshirts Jumpers Socks Pants

Students will conduct a survey on their clothing and use tally marks to record how many of each item
of clothing they have. Remind them to strikethrough (‘shut the gate’) for every fifth object.

Once their clothing data has been recorded, students can interpret this data by recording a video to
send to their teacher, stating how many of each item they own.

Enable - Remind your child how to draw tally marks by putting some at the top of the sheet.
Extend - Each clothing item can be further broken down into colours.

Inquiry

Learning Intention:
I can understand what a
habitat is

Habitat
Continue creating  a habitat for your zoo animal.
You can create this with lego, out in the garden, drawing, painting or a diorama using a shoe box.
Think about what your animal needs to survive in its habitat.

Take a photo of your finished product and send it to your teacher.

Habitat items (shoebox, craft items, things
from the garden etc.)

Ipad or phone to take photo

Specialist
(Performing Arts)

Learning Intention: I
can see the relation
between Music and
movement.

Warm up

Start by walking around the room taking up all of the space, going everywhere avoiding anything in
the room, now start walking slowly, now slowly stomping, back to walking, now crawling, sliding,
slithering, rolling and finally sitting.

Session:

“Let's listen to a song, can you describe the music?” [fast, slow, loud, soft, exciting, relaxing]. “Now I
want you to create your own dance to this music, remember you can use lots of space but need to
avoid other objects in the room, don’t forget to use different body parts too”. “Wow, what a great
dance can you teach me?’

Warm Down:

“What sort of music makes you relax”? [slow, soft, calm, happy] play this music, “Find a place to lie on
the floor without bumping into anything, close your eyes and imagine you are floating out on the
ocean/clouds, it’s warm and calm and relaxing, calm and relaxing. Listen to the music and let it take
you on a quiet adventure. [When ready, sit up and tell us what you saw].

Music of your choice
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Activity : Optional Extra - if you want to do more:
Today is our 66th day of school. We would like you to find 66 of the same thing and carefully count, you may collect pasta, leaves, lego ect. Don’t forget to group them
into 5’s or 10’s.  If you want a challenge write 66 in your workbook and complete 66 tally marks. Is 66 an odd or even number?

Materials: workbook
Hardcopy: N/A
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